Planning for the Future: Southeast Houston Mobility Committee Aims to Improve Multimodal Transit

Members of the Southeast Houston Mobility Plan Joint Committee met on July 24th at the Sunnyside Multi Service Center to discuss the existing conditions report and project next steps.

Steve Spillette, a consultant, provided the committee an overview regarding bicycle networks, capital improvements projects, employment density, average daily traffic, and major freeway plans. Committee members shared the importance and impact economic development and household income have on mobility improvements and encouraged the planning team to take those items into consideration.

“The purpose of this study is to allow members of the community to play a vital part in identifying mobility needs that lead to implementation;” said Toby Stephens, Director of Economic and Community Development for the Hobby Area District. “Discussing the economic impact of transportation is an important part of the process as we work to develop strategies for improved multimodal transportation.”

Check out the Southeast Houston Mobility Interactive GIS Map developed to give you a place to track your specific comments and concerns. We want to hear from you.

Click here to access instructions and here to access the Southeast Houston Mobility Plan interactive map.

Sign up for our Southeast Houston Mobility Newsletter to stay up-to-date on your neighborhood project. You can also text SEMobility to 22828 to sign up by text.
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